Proceedings,

101 st Annual General Meeting, 1998

The 101st Annual General Meeting of The South African
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy was held in the Gold Room,
Transvaal Automobile Club, 60 5th Street, Lower Houghton,
Johannesburg on Wednesday, 12th August, 1998.

Obituaries
The President announced the death, during the year, of the
followingmembers:
Honorary Life Fellows and Past Presidents
H.E. Cross, D.G. Malan, P.W.J. van Rensburg

Life Fellows

J.B.Rolfes, W.C. Walmsley

Technical Societies of South Africa
Prof. Laurence Robb, President Elect of the Geological
Society of South Africa
Les James, Treasurer of the South African Institute of
Electrical Engineers
Lionel Paeper, President of the Institute of Mine Surveyors
of South Africa
John Bredenhann, President of the Association of Mine
Managers' of South Africa
Rob van der Schyff, President of the Mine Metallurgical
Managers' of South Africa.
Geciff Garrett, President, CSIR

Honorary Life Fellowship

Fellows
H.F. Boshoff, M.L.A. Fitzgerald, J. Humphriss
Retired Fellows
H.S. Botha, E.Collier, J.L. Curtis, A.H.H. Davison, DJ. Legge,
B.D. McNeice, J.A. Northcott, D. de V. Oxford, S.s.K. Penney,
P.C. Pirow, J. Pope, A.J. Rossouw, A.N. Shand, E.P. Smit,
H.V. Solomon, S.G. Taussig

Member
E.P.Gush

Dr Lany Cramer(Senior VicePresident):HonoraryLife
Fellowship is awarded by the Council to corporate members of
the Institute who have rendered outstanding service to the
industry or to the Institute. It is my pleasure to announce that
the Council has decided to award Honorary Life Fellowship to
the following:
>- Don Hoss-Watt for the outstanding contribution to the
Institute over a number of years.

Retired Members

Brigadier Stokes Memorial Award

W.H. Bailie, C.J. Parr

Dr Lany Cramer: The Brigadier Stokes Memorial Award was
instituted in 1980 to commemorate the outstanding contribution
to the South African mining industry made by Brigadier
RS.G. Stokes, an Honorary Life Fellow and Past President of
this Institute. The award is made to an individual for the very
highest achievement in the South African mining and metallurgical industry. It gives me great pleasure to announce that
the award for 1998 is made to Brian Gilbertson.

Associate
W.K. Brinsden

Student
S.G. Thomas
All rose to observe a moments silence in memory of the
deceased and in sympathy with the bereaved.

Minutes
The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting, which
were published in the September 1997 issue of the journal
were confIrmed.

Welcome
The President extended a special welcome to the guests and
representatives of our sister institutes and other associations.
Also, to recipients of awards, senior members of Industry,
Honorary Life Fellows, Past Presidents, members, and other
guests, among them the following.
Dick Bakker, Chief Director of the Dept. of Minerals and
Energy
Alan Meyer, President
The
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Mr Rick Mohring:Brian Gilbertsonis well known to you all as
the Executive Chairman of Billiton Plc. Less well known,
however, is the fact that he started out as a mathematician and
physicist, having studied both subjects at Rhodes University.
His entry into the minirig industry was through JCIwhere
he tried to apply arcane mathematical concepts to exploration
problems. The path to his present position started in 1975,
when he was appointed Assistant Manager-Mining. A decade
later he became a main board director of JCIand Managing
Director of Rustenburg Plats.
Brian moved to Gencor in 1988 where his fIrst appointment
was as Executive Director, becoming Chairman of Genmin in
1990 and assuming the position of Executive Chairman of
Gencor Limited in 1992. I have used the names 'Gencor' and
'Genmin' as though they were interchangeable-this apparent
ambiguity demonstrates the incipient changes in the company
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at the time. These are reflected in five watershed initatives that
Brian spearheaded.
The first was to unbundle Gencor, transforming it from a
widely-based industrial conglomerate to a focused mining and
minerals company. This was a major break with mining house
thinking at the time but, importantly, it unlocked the value of
the underlying assets for shareholders, in the process making
the share more attractive to international investors. Also as
important, management was then able to focus on what it
knew best: mining the minerals.
The second initiative was to concentrate on building worldclass assets. This meant deciding that management time was
better spent on seeking new growth rather than on declining
mines, implying that some disposals were necessary. It meant
also, a programme of acquisition and of bolstering Gencor's
equity in good assets. For example, the coal company Ingwe
flowed from this initative.
Thirdly, and in line with the mission statement that Derek
Keys had helped craft during his time as Chairman, Gencor
recast its role in new investments as that of an entrepreneur.
From this initiative came the Columbus Stainless Steel plant
and the Hillside Aluminium smelter. Hillside has in many
respects become a benchmark in smelter construction, a feat
made more remarkable in that it was built from the base of a
small operating company.
As a fourth initiative the group embarked on the internationalization of Gencor. This step was necessary partly because
of the problems inherent in the prevailing exchange control
regulations. On the other hand, by becoming international
Gencor could, in keeping with its philosophy, pursue high class
deposits around the world. This initiative required twofold
action- the first was to revise the geological exploration
programme, moving the emphasis away from South Africa. The
second, of huge significance for Gencor, was to look for a major
offshore acquisition. After, as Brian puts it, 'much kissing of
frogs' the group bought the Billiton mining interests from Shell.
This move gave Gencor a worldwide presence, with nearly half
the group's cash earnings coming from abroad.
The final step was taken in July 1997, when Billiton Plc
bought Gencor's non-precious metal assets, establishing a truly
international mining and minerals group. Brian is the current
Executive Chairman of the London-domiciled company, which
is included in the FTSE 100.
The Gencor that was left appeared initially unattractive, but
in a creative transaction with GFSA, the gold assets of the two
were pooled, forming the world's second largest gold producer,
owning three of the finest gold mines currently in production.
Brian Gilbertson: Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I thank
you most sincerely for your kind words and for the very great
honour of the Brigadier Stokes Memorial Award. Although it is
my personal good fortune to stand before you this afternoon,
taking all the credit, I am acutely aware that the Award in
reality recognizes the work and the contributions of my many
colleagues in Billiton and in Gencor. My colleagues and I, and I
suspect indeed, most of us gathered here today have found that
our lives and our careers have been materially influenced by
the transformation of the South African mining industry that
has taken place in the nineties. To a large extent that transformation is mirrored in the great political changes that have
swept through our country. At the start of this decade, the
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South African mining houses seemed vast, enduring monoliths
constrained to domestic investment by exchange controls and
by international isolation; they have grown by conglomerate
diversification into major participants, even dominant participants in almost every sector of the national economy. But the
reality was that international competitors were passing us by
and we were losing the sharp focus on our core mining
business that leads to excellence. We were not responding
adequately and rapidly enough to major changes in our
commodity markets. Well, then the walls of apartheid came
tumbling down. Overnight, South Africans became acceptable,
even popular citizens of the world. Our skills were once again
in demand, and the challenge of international competition was
our clarion call to take up fresh opportunities, and, happily the
new Government proved willing to make courageous decisions
on international investments. The rest, I think, is history.
Today, at the end of this decade, every one of those mining
houses has changed, almost beyond recognition. The dinosaurs
have become mammals, brimming with vigour and enterprise,
and we enter the new millennium, knowing that the next
generation of South African mining leaders will be players on
the world stage. There can be few better legacies for our gifted
young men and women.
Mr President, it has been a great privilege to observe and to
participate in a small way in these changes that have taken
place. Your generous Award today is a very large added bonus.
It gives me great pleasure indeed and I thank you most
sincerely.
Presentation

of Awards,

Medals

and Certificates

Larry Cramer announced the following awards, which were
presented to the recipients by the President.
SO-year Membership

Awards

~

D.F. Foster, who was elected as a Member on 25
February, 1948

~

J.P. Hugo, who was elected as a Student on 13 August,
1948

~

N.A. Stacey, who was elected as a Member on 24 March,
1948

~

J.A. Tyser, who was elected as a Student on 14 May,
1948.

These awards have either been presented at Branch events or
to recepients at their homes.
Papers published in the Journal from March 1997 to February
1998 by members of the Institute were considered for medals:

Gold Medals
No GoldMedalswere awarded this year.
Silver Medals
Dr O.K.H. Steffen for his paper published entitled
'Planning of open pit mines on a risk basis'.
A single medal was presented to CSIRMiningtek for the
following papers published in the MaY/June issue, which
focused on Miningtek:
The Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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M.F. Handley, D.A. Selfe, F.M.C.C. Viera, M.J. Maccelari, and

T. Dede
'Currentposition of strike stabilising pillarand bracket
pillar design-guidelines for deep level orebodies' .
J.A.L Napier, A.Daehnke, T. Dede, M.W. Hildyard,
J.S. Kuijpers, D.F. Malan, E.J. Sellers, and P.A. Turner
'Quantification of stope fracture zone behaviour in deep
level gold mines'.
D.F. Malan, U.W. Vogler, and K. Drescher
'Time-dependent behaviour of hard rock in deep level gold
mines'.
K.C. Sole, for her paper published in the July/August issue of
the Journal entitled
'Gold refilling by solvent extraction-MinataufTM process'.
A. Feather and LJ. Bryson, co-authors and non-members of
the Institute, received certificates.
Presentation

of Student

Prizes

Dr Lany Cramer: Prizes are awarded to the following students
for the best student dissertation in part fulfilment of the B.Sc.
(Eng.) degree.
~
~

Mining: H. Tukker, University of Pretoria,
'Draw control at Koffiefontein Diamond Mine'.
Extractive Metallurgy: S.G. Rymer,

~

Metals Technology: No Award was made this year.

'Design of a 100TPH coal discards washing plant'

.

Other prizes awarded to students at the Universities of the
Witwatersrand and Pretoria were presented at faculty prizegiving ceremonies held at the respective universities. The prizewinners were as follows:
University of the Witwatersrand
Prestige Prize:
Mining
Metallurgy

by

Outokumpu Travel Grant for metallurgists
The selection process for this Award took place in August, and
the Award will be made to the recipient at a future event.

Annual Report and Accounts
Subscriptions received showed an increase on the previous
year, being Company Affiliates R164 473 (R144 737) and
individual membership R411 738 (R376 393).
Income from colloquia and schools increased

from the.

previous year, being R916 227 and now accounts for over half
of our income. The three Technical Programme Committees,
especially the Mining and the Metals Technology Committees,
for their efforts.
Although a surplus on the sale of investments ofR391 019
(Rl54 507) was recorded for the year, this was due mainly to
the difference between the historical and the current value of

are to be congratulated

shares sold. This surplus was not required for use in the dayto-day running of the Institute but was re-invested in the
market and accounts for the increase in Investments at Cost,
being RI 145657 (R752 792). Interest and dividends received
decreased marginally to R59 730 (R63 037). The market value
of our investments decreased 10% over the year to R2 318 052
(R2 582 339).

Expenditure for the year increased to RI 796 911
mainly due to a non-recurring loss of R175 980

(RI 300506)

on the difference between the final sale income and the marked
down value of the Stonehurst property, the cost of the move of
the Institute's offices from Cape Towers to SA Eagle House, an
increase in staff complement to cater for the increase in
conferences, symposia, colloquia and schools, held during the
year and an increase in provisions for debts over six months

C. Mthombeni

old. Expenses for the Journal increased to R394 609 (339 593)

No award

and income for the Journal from sales and advertising dropped
to R52 072 (RIll 098).
Expenditure is shown to marginally exceed income by
R12 839 for the year, and if extraordinary items are taken into
account such as surplus on sale of investment, loss on sale of
property, one-off cost of moving offices and provision of debts
of over six months, which tend to balance one another, the
indicated result is a break-even year.
Our thanks go to Fleming Martin, our investment advisers,
to our accountant of long-standing Mr Stall Hickin who retired
this year and to our new accountants Hanlie Smith Accounting
and Tax Services and to our auditors for financial services
rendered during the year.

Book Prize:

Mining

G.LB. Davey

Metallurgy

S.G. Rymer

University of Pretoria
Prestige Prize:
Mining
Metallurgy

P.C.Botes
No award

Book Prize:
Mining
Metallurgy

LF. Stern
M.K.G. Vermaak

Technikon Witwatersrand
Prestige Prize:
Metalliferous Mining

F.Naude

Coal

H.C. Jennings

Atlas Copco Travel Grant for mining engineers
The Atlas Copco Travel Grant for Mining Engineers has been
awarded to Mr Norman Schwab, Manager - Production, Avgold
Loraine Division and Mr Neil Herrick, Production Manager,
Anglogold - Western Deep Levels - East Shaft. These prizes
The Joumal

were presented by our President at a function arranged
Atlas Copco on 21 August 1998.

of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Office Bearers and Members of Council for 1997/1998
President:I have pleasure in announcing that, in accordance
with Clauses 3.2 and 3.3 of the Constitution, the retiring Council
has elected the following Office Bearers for the ensuing year:

President
President Elect
SeniorVicePresident
JuniorVicePresident

ImmediatePastPresident
HonoraryTreasurer
SEPTEMBER
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RogerDixon
MikeRogers
Larry Cramer
Alastair Douglas
Rick Mohring
John Cruise.
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In terms of the election of ordinary members of Council, it
was reported that no ballot took place this year. In terms of Bylaw 3.2.7 there were only fourteen vacancies and only fourteen
members made themselves available to serve on Council. These
members were declared elected:
Mike Cortie
Rod Pickering
Ted de Villiers
Rams Ramokgopa
Frank Egerton
Roelf Sandenbergh
Kevan Ford
Dick Stacey
Dick Graham
Dirk van Niekerk
Giiner Giirtunca
Jan Viljoen
Noel O'Brien
John Wallington.
In addition, Rad Handfield-Jones and Peter Knottenbelt
were elected to represent non-corporate Members of Council.
In terms of Clause 3.2.8 of the Constitution, the Chairmen
of the Branches are as follows:
Johannesburg
Pretoria
Free State
Mpumalanga
Western Cape
Bushveld
Zululand

Darryl Cockcroft
Andre Fourie
Wayne Robinson
Dave Smith
Mike Harris
Thinus Bierman
Nic Barkhuysen

These Chairmen will serve on Council.
The following Past Presidents have signified their willingness
to serve on Council for the ensuing year:

Ben Alberts
Dr NicBarcza
RichardBeck
Prof.AlfBrown
John Cruise
GeneFivaz
HenryJames
Hannes Hoffman

GordonMosenthal
GeorgeNisbet
prof. BobPlewman
Don Ross-Watt
Prof.RobbieRobinson
Dr Hugh Scott-Russell
Dr Oskar Steffen

at Western Deep Levels, President Stern, and Free State
Saaiplaas. Interspersed with work on the mines he spent a
short period at Mina Morro Vehlo, in Brazil, and a period at
Anglo's Head office as a Technical Assistant to the Managing
Director.
At all three mines, subsequent to Western Holdings, he was
involved in either sinking or equipping and commissioning
large vertical shaft systems. These operations also saw him
managing deep level gold production sections.
Roger left Anglo as an Assistant Manager and joined
Anglovaal as a Consulting Mining Engineer in 1989. His work
there was mainly on feasibility studies and development of the
Sun Project and subsequently the Target Project, both large
projects north of the Welkom Goldfields. He is currently
General Manager: Projects, with Avgold, an Anglovaal
company, and is primarily responsible for the development of
the Target Mine.
He has also played a significant role in Health and Safety in
the industry and has been a member of the Safety in Mines
Advisory Committee (SIMRAC)since its inception in 1992. He
was an employer representative on the tripartite committee
which developed the recently promulgated Mine Health and
Safety Act and is a member of the Mining Regulations
Advisory Committee (MRAC), currently revising regulations for
the Mine Health and Safety Act.
He has been instrumental in resurrecting the move for the
adoption of a South African 'set of defmitions for ore reserves
and resources' and currently chairs the SAIMMcommittee.
developing these definitions.
Roger is a Fellow of the SAIMMand has served on its
Council since 1992.
He is married to Tereza and they have three children;
Natalie, Julie and 'Bruce.

Presidential Address

I would like to recordour thanks to the Past Presidents for
their continued support. I congratulateall those elected,and
thank those who have agreed to serve another term of office.

Mr Dixon then presented his Presidential Address entitled
'South African gold mines-quo vadis?', which is reproduced
elsewhere in this edition of the journal.
Vote of thanks

Election

of Auditors

and Honorary

Legal Advisors

for

1998/9
President: I propose that Messrs Aiken & Peat be re-appointed

as auditors for the coming year, and that Messrs van Hulsteyn,
Duthie & Saner be re-appointed as Honorary Legal Advisors.
Agreed.

Induction of President
President: It is my pleasant duty to introduce your new President,
Mr Roger Dixon.
Dr Lany Cramer: Roger Dixon was born in the Lake District, in
the North of England, in 1950 and was educated at the Lakes
School in Windermere.
He obtained a B.Sc. (Hons) Degree in Mining Engineering
at the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College London in 1971,
and started his mining career at the Western Holdings Mine in
Welkom in the same year. His career with Anglo American
Corporation continued for seventeen years and included periods
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Drjohn Stewart: Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is my
pleasure to thank you Mr Dixon, as incoming President of The
South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, for tackling
such an appropriate, although difficult question in your
Presidential Address. At this time, there can be hardly any
more important question for the South African mining industry
than that addressed today. We are indeed fortunate to have a
person like Roger Dixon to address us on this question. He has
been closely associated with various efforts to secure the future
of the South African gold mining industry for many years.
During the late eighties and early nineties, he was a key
member of the Committee charged with the responsibility of
guiding the industry's collaborative effort to develop new
stoping technology. During the nineties his intense
involvement continued, but increasingly in the safety area, as
we've heard. Through this involvement it has become
abundantly clear that he is a pragmatist, a person who is
focused on arriving at real solutions. In relation to his address I
believe this to be an important observation. In his address,
The Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Mr Dixon has rightly brought up the fact that the
Witwatersrand Basin dominated the current world inventory of
proved and probable gold reserves, holding in excess of 50% of
the world's current reserves. In the broader African context it is
knowledge of this nature that has led our Deputy President, Mr
Thabo Mbeki to talk seriously about an African Renaissance
and to pose the question 'if Africa's mineral resources and
energy have been so central in the ordering of human affairs,
in such a large part of the world for so long, in what way
should Africa's people develop and utilize the very resources
now under their exclusive political control?, Mr Dixon's
address should provoke some sobering thoughts to all who so
desperately want and dream of this Renaissance. In his address
he has referred extensively to the 1986 Presidential Address of
Dr Wagner, who has dealt with the challenges facing deep level
mining in South Africa. At the time, Mr Malan, in his vote of
thanks, warned that the euphoria of a good gold price should
not distract the industry from facing up to the fundamental
challenges that have been posed by Dr Wagner. Once again, we
have a President who has faced up to some hard facts and once
again we have the short-term comfort of a recently improved
gold price, even if only in Rand terms. However, 12 years have
passed since Dr Wagner's address and this time, and notwithstanding all that has been done, what we've heard is more of a
wake-up call, apparently at one minute to midnight, and the
posing of challenges, or indeed an outline of the future. I
believe that Mr Dixon has honestly and rightly shown that the
industry has not adequately responded to the challenges
outlined by Dr Wagner. By pragmatically focusing on four key
areas, he has brought out sobering conclusions. Some of those
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that are more worrying are that our gold mining industry,
firstly, is unlikely to be rescued in the case of deep level mining
by technological development-this is a point he makes
potently in his written papers; does not produce or use enough
mining graduates to support the implementation of deep,
technological solutions, and by deep, in this case, I mean in the
sense of broad technological solutions; that it has accident
levels in deep level mining which are unacceptably high for
international investors; that it has too much uncertainty and
change as a result of the honourable, but massive legislative
reforms embarked upon by Government: that it is subject to too
many levies and labour restrictions which drain the bottom
line. Appropriately, we have also been reminded that when
considering the future of mining, the fundamental fight is for
investment funds. In relation to gold mining, he must have
been tempted to conclude that that fight is best fought outside
of South Africa. However, he has not. Instead, he has more
rightly chosen to provoke our thinking by not quite fully
answering the question of his talk. However, the wake-up call
that runs through his Address should be clear to all.
Finally then, I congratulate you on your appointment to the
high office of President of the SAIMM.I know that the Institute
can look forward to your contribution and leadership. I
personally have experienced it and witnessed it. Also, thank
you for your Presidential Address and strong message which I
hope will be heard by all who have the potential and power to
make a difference. Thank you.

Closure
The meeting closed at 18:15.

.

1.

Rick Mohring awarding Honorary Life Fellowship on Don Ross-Watt

2.

Brian Gilbertson receiving the Brigadier Stokes Memorial Award from
Rick Mohring

3.

Dr Giiner Giirtunca receiving the Silver Medal on behalf of CSIR
Miningtek, from Rick Mohring
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Rick Mohring with Dr Kathy Sole (recipient of a Silver Medal), and her coauthor, Angus Feather

Collin Mthombeni

Roger Dixon presenting

a Commemorative

Plaque to

Rick Mohring

Steven Rymer receiving his Student Prize

Roger Dixon delivering his

Rick Mohring giving a summary of
his Presidential year
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Address

Dr John Stewart giving the Vote of
Thanks
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From left to right-Pam
Rogers, Mike Rogers, Marianne
Dr Giiner Giirtunca and Henry James

Maccelari,

Roger Dixon with his wife Tereza and Chris Fourie

Office Bearers for 1998/99 from left to right: Mike Rogers, John Cruise, Rick Mohring, Roger Dixon, Dr Larry Cramer and
Alastair Douglas

Students from the University of Pretoria

The Joumal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

Les James and Rams Ramokgopa
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John Cruise, Alf Wood, Herman Pieterse and Martin Redford

Roelf Sandenbergh,

Pam Rogers, Nesta Cramer, Prof. Danie Krige and Ansie Krige

Dick Bakker, Dave Diering and Giiner Giirtunca

Prof. AIf Brown and Dr Oskar Steffen

--------
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The Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

-----------

The Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Geology of Australian and
Papua New Guinean Mineral Deposits
Ul1onograph 22)

Edited by D Berkman and D Mackenzie
The Australasian Institute of Miningand Metallurgy (The AusIMM)has just released Monograph 22,
a major publication on the geology of Australian and Papua New Guinean mineral deposits.
The new 900-page volume, which is also available on CD-Rom,documents the
achievements and successes of exploration companies in Australia and
Papua New Guinea in the last decade. It also highlights the
professional contribution that geologists have made.
There are 124 papers in all, of which about half
relate to gold deposits.
This is the fifth time in the past 50 years that The AuslMMhas produced a comprehensive
publication on the mineral deposits of Australia and Papua New Guinea. The first. the
Geology of Australian Ore Deposits was published in 1953 and was followed by an
updated version in 1965. The Economic Geology of Australia and Papua New
Guinea was published in 1976. Thiswas followed in 1990 by Monograph 14,
the highly-regarded Geology of the MineralDeposits of Australia and
Papua New Guinea a two volume set. which remains current and
is still available.
Deposits having a resource valued at A$50 millionor more, or containing the equivalent of
100000 ounces of gold are included in the volume. In addition, these deposits have
been discovered since about 1988, the cut-off year of inclusion in the
previous volume.
Some papers on older mines and discoveries are also included if there have been substantial
changes in the geological knowledge of those deposits which made previous descriptions
inadequate or inaccurate.
There are various pricing options available:

Hardcopy or CDRom - $A200 (A$150 to AuslMM Members);
Hardcopy plus CD-Rom - $A300 (A$225 to AuslMM Members),

Monograph 22 Hardcopy plus Monograph 14 package - $A400

($A300 to AuslMM Members),
Monograph 22 Hardcopy and CD Rom plus Monograph 14 package
($A370 to AuslMM Members)

- $A470

Additional postage charges apply to all orders.
To order the publication or for further information regarding postage costs contact:
Publications Department,The AuslMM,
PO Box 660,
Carlton South Vic 3053, Australia.
Telephone: +61 (3) 9662 3166;
Fax: +61 (3) 9662 3662;
E-Mail: publications@ausimm.com.au
Further information is also available
from The AuslMM's website:
www.ausimm.com.au
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